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Sustained Investigation
The question I chose to guide my sustained investigation photos was, “Why choose silence?” From the very start I knew that I would 
portray this question by not showing any faces. The problem was finding different ways to do that so it didn’t get repetitive. I realized 
that my photo shoots that had a more in-depth plan turned out better than those that weren't planned out as much. The first few photos I 
only put a bag over the subject’s head, and I didn’t pay attention to environment, clothes, or camera settings at all. I quickly got bored of 
how that looked, because it was repetitive, and didn’t give off the feelings I wanted. After those fails I decided I needed to pay more 
attention to settings and experiment with strategies because that would definitely make the photos turn out at least a little bit different if I 
tried new things. I practiced with shutter speed, which I knew nothing about at the beginning. I learned and used different types of studio 
lighting and started using more props and tools. I figured out how to actually communicate with my subject to get them to do different 
poses, which I was to shy to do at the start. I learned that I needed to brainstorm every detail of a photo before I took it, like in image 
one through three I didn’t plan anything, and I think that's why I’m not satisfied with them. So there was an actual goal instead of being 
satisfied with the first photo. I also learned throughout this whole process the style that I liked. I now love a good expressive, moody 
photo, like photo ten. I really wanted to show how people choose not to speak up. I think I did a good job of showing how people look 
like their struggling to be themself, and are scared, which is what people really do feel like when trying to speak up for themself. I 
constantly thought on my question and how I could really portray that type of emotion to the viewer. I think in the end I finally did that.























Selected Works
For this photo I really wanted to give off a 

mysterious feeling to it with minimal light, lots of texture, 
and then make it black and white to really make it  
moody.

For my materials I used a tissue. I played around 
with it bending it, folding it, and even ripping it. I tried 
different angles. 

I used light and shadows to create this image. So I 
found a bright spot with a shadow behind and used a low 
Iso.



 
My idea was to go somewhere that actually 

showed solitude. I chose the reservoir by my house 
where no one was. 

I had my subject wear clothes that matched the 
environment - a giant tree that was floating in the water. 

I wanted this photo to look very natural so I 
intentionally cropped out the feet and the top of the 
picture so there was none of the cement and man-made 
things.



 

The idea behind this photo was to have a 
silhouette looking over the balcony, and to have the 
photo give a warm peaceful feeling.

I used the environment of the school, and then 
the lights shining through the windows to create 
silhouette.

The process is called a brenizer photo. I took a 
bunch of photos of the same subject to create a wider 
scene, and then used Lightroom to stitch all the photos 
together to create one awesome photo. 


